GLOSSARY

Abba  :  Father.
Akhara  :  An arena for doing physical exercise and wrestling.
Sanathi  :  Stick.
Beizzati  :  Insult.
Chabanga  :  Perched grain.
Chalni  :  Slave.
Charas  :  A narcotic.
D noon  :  Faith.
Gali  :  A narrow lane.
Genia  :  A narcotic.
Gulan  :  Slave.
Hata  :  A block of quarters within a walled compound.
Haven  :  A fire ceremony.
Jalsa  :  A festive gathering.
Jhanda  :  Flag.
Katha  :  A Hindu religious gathering.
Lathi  :  Stick; Staff.
Malik  :  Master.
Maidan  :  Ground.
Pahelvaan  :  A strongman.
Mohalla  :  A locality, a ward, within a city.
Shudhi  :  A movement for the purification and reconversion of Hindus.
Tablich  :  A movement for the propagation of the Muslim faith.
Tanzim  :  A movement for the organization and propagation of the Muslim faith.